RESTAURANTS
Case Study
Customer :
The Urban Foundry
High Street, Balewadi
Pune

OVERVIEW
Running a restaurant is tough enough as it is, automate day-to-day processes easier by having
a system that will ease the workload. Just like other day-to-day processes that restaurants
have to deal with scheduling in employees, managing Attendance of employee and preparing
payroll is a most difficult task. As your restaurant goes to multi location this even gets tough
task. Managing multiple shift for Kitchen, waiters and other employees is most critical task in
day to day operations.
As business grows a small staff becomes a large one. Restaurant owners has to focus on quality
and service to the customers. Some restaurants are still using manual process to track
attendance and calculate payroll. A business owner need these process to take on auto mode
with minimum manual intervention so that they can keep their employees happy and deliver
good service to customers.

CHALLANGES


Break Shifts Management



Available workforce in real time



Controlling Overtime



Leaves and Weekly off management



Reducing overall operation budgets



Manpower planning



Old Attendance systems

“ Simplify attendance &
payroll process with
myattendance web with
employee login & leave
approval system”

SOLUTION
The Urban Foundry is a modern, All-Day Bar and Eatery that has been created to radiate an
industrial vibe. TUF has been conceptualized as a hangout that provides a rustic feel and
foundry-esque ambience.
The old manual attendance system was taking too much of time to finalise attendance and
calculate payroll on time. myAttendance web software integrated with ZkTeco fingerprint based
attendance system implemented with Shift scheduling and break shift which has put HR
department on AUTO mode in day to day activities. When eny employe punches on attendance
system the data is automatically transmisted to server and processed at real time which enable
them to get information of Shift wise / Department wise attendance , Late comings etc.
Auto email scheduler of daily reports like Present, Absent, Late coming, Overtime are set for
management which saves lot of time in day to day reporting.
Products :
Hardware : ZKTeco K40 Biometric
Software : myattendane web application on premise

